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EPISODE 16

[INTRODUCTION]

[0:00:01] AS: You know battling food and your body doesn’t work. You want to love and accept 

yourself. And because you’re insatiable, you want results too. And wouldn’t you know, you bring 

the same intensity to your life, wanting to maximize your time, potential, and experiences you 

have here on this beautiful and wondrous planet Earth. 

Fair warning, it will be a rollercoaster. But for those insatiable, that’s your prime time to thrive. 

We’re here to say “YES!” to the hunger of wanting it all. I’m your co-host, Ali Shapiro, a health 

coach who helps people end the losing battle of dieting and find a truce with food. 

[0:00:44] JB: And I’m Juliet Burgh, nutritionist, fitness expert, and a co-owner of Unite Fitness 

Studio Franchise.

[EPISODE]

[0:00:52.7] JB: Welcome to Episode 16 of the Insatiable Podcast. Is the quality of your food 

really that important? This is the topic we’re going to be talking about today. For those of you 

who are very conscious of what you’re putting in your body, you try to eat organic, you go off the 

dirty dozen list like myself and probably Ali does. You’re looking for organic, pasture raised 

meats and dairy. 

And then what happens when you have to go to a restaurant that doesn’t offer these things, or 

you’re at a party and the hostess has no food that is on that list that you are always looking to 

go from as far as the healthiest, best options? You almost feel like there’s this obsession with “I 

have to eat a certain way to maintain health and longevity and my waist line.” What do we do in 

this situations when the quality of the food isn’t what we’re looking for and is it really that 

important?
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[0:01:53.5] AS: That’s a great question Juliet. I think it brings up this bigger issue that I don’t 

want to say most of our food supply is toxic because that puts us all in the defensive and a lot is 

changing.

[0:02:06.9] JB: Well then it also makes you want to, for me, throw my hands up and be like, 

“Fuck it, I don’t care.” You know what I mean? Because there’s this helplessness that we feel 

when we find out that almost everything is bad for you in a sense. There’s something wrong with 

everything out there.

[0:02:23.2] AS: Yeah, I guess my bigger point was that’s why it’s so important to realize that 

laws in system, laws matter and labeling matters and all of the stuff that the individual alone 

can’t handle. So unfortunately in our country it’s become, you vote with your dollars. I do think 

it’s important for people to realize when they are purchasing these kind of things on a daily basis 

when they can’t control it, they are working towards a better way. And then obviously lots of 

advocacy groups that are working on GMO labeling and all that stuff. Yeah, I’m curious because 

I don’t know if there’s a right or wrong answer. What do you do Juliet? You were just traveling. 

[0:03:01.5] JB: I’m going to actually give up — I’ll tell you that but I want to bring up a 

conversation that I had earlier actually with a client of mine who she is trying to work on getting 

her son to eat more because he keeps coming home from school, he’s in elementary school 

and to look in his lunch box and he barely touched any of his lunch.

She’s trying to find ways that he can gain more nutrition so she was looking up these nutrition 

shakes, protein shakes that she could give him that have fruits and vegetables infused in them 

and protein and there’s vitamins in them and because she knows she’s not going to make him a 

smoothie at home. 

That’s just not — she’s a busy mom, she’s also a lawyer, she has a lot going on so she was 

showing me the label and she said, “What do you think about this? I know it’s not perfect but is 

this suitable, can I give this to my child?” Those kinds of circumstances do happen. That’s her 

reality right there, she knows she’s not going to make him a protein smoothie from scratch. 
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And that doesn’t make her a bad person, a bad mother. We all have to know our limitations. 

She’s trying to find the best next thing which I think is, that is my advice when it comes to stuff 

like that is like you have to find the next best thing and be okay with it.

[0:04:17.3] AS: Yeah, and be where you are because I find like a lot of my clients come in and 

again they do know a lot but they don’t know a lot about what works for them and they’re tired, 

right? I was just working with a client and we’ve healed her physiology, she lost 10 pounds and 

one of the things she said is like, there’s just not this build up around food, I’m not angry 

anymore about it. 

I think so many of us, we bring all of this baggage to wanting to be perfect with how we eat, not 

only for weight loss but a lot of my clients are socially conscious, right? They know what’s going 

on with industrial farming and there’s — even like quinoa, now quinoa farmers are like being 

exploited and it’s like, “Should we not be eating quinoa,” right? Once the food becomes popular, 

this is what happens. 

I think it’s one of the biggest lessons of life is we have to accept being human and accept that 

that means limitations. Being where you are — oh I’m sorry, I kind of went off in a tangent but 

my point is, we bring all this exhaustion and we’re usually tired when we’re trying to make — if 

we’re going to try to be perfect and if you start where you are, the next place is going to have a 

little bit more energy.

The way that I eat now, it’s so automatic but if the me of 10 years ago, this required immense 

amount of effort and willpower and thinking to be gluten free, to get in veggies, to know how to 

balance my blood sugar. But the only thing that worked was just taking the next right step and 

making the best choice I could at the time.

[0:05:48.2] JB: I tell people, “It’s not a revolution, it’s an evolution.”

[0:05:52.9] AS: Quote. That’s a quote, that’s good.

[0:05:56.7] JB: Just think because I can remember when I started to clean up my diet, I started 

off with, “Okay, I’m not going to put mayonnaise on my sandwich anymore, I’m just going to put 
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mustard on it you know? Then avocado, oh that’s a good alternative to having mayonnaise.” 

And then it was, “You know what? I’m not going to eat the sandwich because bread doesn’t 

really make me feel that great so I’m going to then do a salad with the Avocado.”

So it’s like little by little, it takes time or, “I’m not going to have a bag of chips, I’m going to take 

the apple,” when I was at Panera bread. Things change over time.

[0:06:30.0] AS: Yeah, yeah. So when it comes to quality, part of why we thought about this 

episode was because I was having a conversation with a client and she’s working with Dr. 

Raquel, which a lot of our listeners, I think work with Dr. Raquel.

[0:06:41.8] JB: I tell everybody in Philadelphia to go to Dr. Raquel. I know that last time I 

referred a client to her, she had like a three month wait list which is good but hard when you 

want to get in but yeah, she’s an integrative health specialist, specializing in women’s medicine 

at Jefferson, she’s amazing.

[0:06:56.9] AS: Yeah, and she takes insurance, which is huge. But she’s getting these 

recommendations and it’s like, “All right, I have all of this,” and Dr. Raquel is like, “Work with Ali, 

see what you guys come up with,” Dr. Raquel and I, she used to be my doctor and she sent 

patients to me as well. 

My point is, we were working on it and she’s like, “How do you do this in the real world,” right? 

“Most of my clients, they’ve got kids, they’ve got jobs, all the stuff,” and so that’s what really 

prompted this episode is we wanted to talk about, Juliet and I do not eat — like when we go out 

to eat, sometimes I eat non-organic meat. That’s just the reality of it.

Now, I want to say that the important — I think there’s two parts of this conversation is that 

health, we’ve talked about the get biome which was Episode 11, right? All this talk about the gut 

biome and I’m always talking about blood sugar. But all of these are patters right? All of these 

are based on patterns which means the long run. So as long as you’re doing healthy, quality, 

paying attention about quality for 80% of the time, then 20% of the time, and Juliet and I were 

talking about this, your body, you will build up resilience. 
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And while it’s not ideal, I wish the complete toxic load of our air, water, everything was lower but 

your body is meant for a challenge, it’s meant to be challenged. The same way that there’s this 

“Too Clean Theory” now right? We try to not expose kids to any dirt or any viruses. Even the 

chicken pox. I had the chicken pox. That works out your immunity, now there’s a vaccine for it. 

You need a little bit of the challenge, your body needs a little bit of a challenge. That’s how I kind 

of have come to over the years rationalize when there’s not wild Alaskan salmon at place. You 

know what? I do the right thing, the best and I just — it’s not in my control right now. As long as I 

know that I’m focusing on quality about 80 to 90% of the time, I don’t worry about the rest. What 

about you Juliet?

[0:08:54.0] JB: Yeah, you know how damaging it can be to your psyche to be trying to be 100% 

perfect all the time. There’s a thing called orthorexia which is a disorder when you're trying to 

eat perfect all the time and then when you have no flexibility with not being perfect. That in itself 

is disordered thinking to think that like, you have to be a perfect eater, because there really isn’t 

such a thing. 

I think that wherever you live and wherever you’re going out to eat the most, you can do the 

research and find out the restaurants that do carry grass fed beef or wild fish or organic 

pastured chicken. There’s a lot more local organic sources on the menu than there ever used to 

be before. So you have the options to go out to go out to eat to those places, but that doesn’t 

always happen. When you’re invited out to a restaurant or you're traveling, that tends to be 

really hard. 

I do a combination of things and when I’m here in Philly, at home, I do know where I can go to a 

certain restaurants that carry that stuff, I’ll try to frequent those places but I definitely like a lot of 

other restaurants that don’t have those things. Like my Vietnamese restaurant definitely doesn’t 

have organic chicken and grass fed beef but it’s okay, I’m not going there all the time, I’m going 

there on a Friday night or a Saturday night or whatever. 

And the rest of the time I’m buying, I’m in control of what I’m buying, what I’m cooking at home. 

It’s important to prepare your food and there isn’t really a way around it unless like I said, you’re 
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always going to go to a place where you know the quality of the food is organic, it’s good quality 

meat, the vegetables, all of that. 

You have to really try and prepare your food. I mean we could talk about other reasons why it’s 

good to prepare your food. Just also the connection between you making the food and putting it 

in your body, there’s something very nourishing about that. Do you agree with me Ali? Like 

touching your food. Like, you know?

[0:10:57.5] AS: I think a lot of my clients are like, “Once I’m into it, I actually like it, it’s 

meditative,” it’s just often the build up which is…

[0:11:03.5] JB: It’s hard for people to get to even trying that to experience it and like it.

[0:11:07.6] AS: Yeah, well and that’s why we had Bridgette on, it was Episode 7 I think but 

about learning just as an intuitive idea so that you don’t have to… when I first started getting 

healthy, I would pour over recipes and then I’d get a list and I’d go to the grocery store and was 

just…

 

[0:11:24.1] JB: That sounds very scary.

[0:11:25.4] AS: Yeah, like all these things had to be in place right? And if one thing, like if I 

stayed late at work or my car got hit or something, I don’t’ know, something like that.

[0:11:33.5] JB: It would screw it up.

[0:11:34.0] AS: Yeah. Knowing some key things but I think though there’s some tips so that we 

can give people for when you are in those situations and you still want to make the best choice 

that you can. You Juliet, you know what is healthy in Philadelphia and then you were also saying 

that people, I mean before we started the episode, you gave a great tip about Yelp.

[0:11:52.0] JB: Yeah, I always will research where I’m going to eat and look at the menu ahead 

of time and I probably spend…
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[0:12:00.4] AS: It takes five minutes right?

[0:12:00.9] JB: I probably spend way too much time doing this just because I enjoy it that much 

and I’m a geek over it. When we’re in the car, if we’re traveling, driving somewhere, if I know I’m 

going to be going to a new city or a town, I’m always — I’ll use Yelp. That’s a great app to then 

in the search bar just type in “organic restaurants” or I’ll type in “gluten free” restaurants or 

“healthy restaurants”. Healthy is kind of a skewed word because everything will come up when 

you put healthy in.

[0:12:27.9] AS: People don’t know really know — the algorithm doesn’t really know, vegan, 

that’s healthy. That might like junk food vegan.

[0:12:34.9] JB: If you're vegan you can type in “vegan restaurants” right? You can type in 

“paleo”, if you have a dietary preference you can also type it in there and you might find a 

restaurant that caters to that specifically. We have technology to help support us on our healthy 

journey and I’ll always make sure to kind of read the menu and I’ll know where I want to go and 

what I want to get, and it’s really exciting.

[0:12:58.3] AS: I think it’s also a mindset thing. I’ve had several clients who travel a lot for work 

and before we start working together they’re like, “There’s no healthy choices, it’s just hard on 

the road,” which it is hard and there are healthy choices. Often we don’t want to make the 

healthy choice because we’re exhausted. 

One of the things that I do, I mean I was in New York last week. I knew it was going to be 

exhausting. I love that city but I had meetings back to back to back, friends to see. So the week 

before, I work from home a lot, and I know not everyone can work from home but I really 

conserve my energy. Because I then start to get hungrier and want to eat. Carlos and I have 

been off sugar for like a month and then I was like, “I need dark chocolate when I’m here.”

[0:13:40.4] JB: Well New York makes you crave sugar, that was my biggest thing with New 

York, being a New Yorker. I realize the connection between the frantic energy there and me 

craving carbohydrates and sugar. Like, “I need somebody to calm me down right now.”
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[0:13:54.9] AS: Yeah, totally. So that I am in quality control, I often have to focus on my rest or 

my energy but there are more and more healthy choices everywhere. I mean Chipotle is 

everywhere, Sweet Greens is expanding. There are always healthy choices. So I think it’s about 

recognizing that, “Woah, when I’m traveling, am I not making quality choices because I’m 

traveling or because I want to reward for how hard traveling is?”

[0:14:22.9] JB: Yeah, sometimes we use that excuse of what’s available to me but really, the 

reality might be that you are using your travel as an excuse to almost be in that vacation mode 

of, “Well I’m going to eat what I want because I’m stressed out and I deserve it.”

[0:14:41.7] AS: Or there aren’t any healthy choices but again there’s a lot of healthy choices. 

Now Juliet, you said that like, and you can share more but before we were talking about how 

before you go to a travel place, you look at the health food story and you get all excited and I 

actually don’t do that at all. I have a little bit of a different technique.

For me, I’ve learned, like I think everyone and I always encourage my clients to think about, 

what are kind of the three things that help you stay on track? For me it’s sleep and then for me 

it’s also staying hydrated. If I’m tired, I just start to not care in a way that is not really who I am. 

Hydration is really important to me, but the most important thing for me is keeping my blood 

sugar balance.

This is when to me quality — blood sugar regulation trumps quality. For everyone, we’ve talked 

about blood sugar a lot but basically if your blood sugar’s out of whack, you’re inevitably going 

to eat more. It’s just how it goes, it controls your hunger, it controls your energy, it controls 

cravings.

For me, really, when I think of quality, the quality conversation, it’s important that while the direct 

quality isn’t in my control, my appetite is as regulated as possible. Whenever I go to a 

restaurant. The first thing is always, “How am I going to get like the right proteins and fats?” 

Because for me that’s what really — those things are really what influence my blood sugar the 

most.
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If that means that I have to eat fish that isn’t wild or whatnot, so be it. What I do try to do, and 

this is kind of a small detail that might be helpful for people, is I try to get the less fattier meats. 

Animals just like us, store their toxins in their fat. So if it’s nonorganic meat, you’re going to get 

more of the toxins in the fattier part of fishes, that’s why they stay away from tuna, stay away 

from sea bass.

What I’ll do though is try to make sure to get the healthy fats in. So I’ll alternate, like I’ll eat a 

leaner protein. Every industry like poultry, pork, beef, they all have different medication hormone 

regulations but I believe turkey, chicken and pork, it’s illegal to give animals hormones. They can 

get antibiotics but I believe those three industries, it’s like no hormones are allowed to be added.

[0:16:57.8] JB: Um, I don’t know about that with chickens, we have to double check that.

[0:17:00.8] AS: Okay.

[0:17:01.4] JB: the only reason I’m saying that is because I went to an animal sanctuary over 

the summer and all of them were extremely overweight, it could have been the diet though but I 

think they might be giving them hormones to get really, like to get bigger. Like especially 

chickens or was it something else that maybe it’s not hormones.

[0:17:19.1] AS: Yeah, I think it’s probably the antibiotics because that can make you — it’s 

probably the feed but cows are fed hormones.

[0:17:25.3] JB: Definitely yeah.

[0:17:27.2] AS: I think, I’m pretty sure because I remember Purdue, several years ago being 

like, “And we never add hormones,” and I’m like, “So you’re just complying with regulation. 

Okay, tell people that you’re following the law and that’s like a marketing.” I believe with pork, 

with pigs, chicken and turkey, you can add antibiotics but you can’t do hormones but beef is a 

different story.
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You can do beef, hormones with beef. So I will skew towards those meats but then really make 

sure that I get the healthy fats. They may not be organic but for example last night I was at 

Whole Foods and the salad bar there, they put canola oil on everything.

 

[0:18:02.1] JB: I know, Whole Foods, please stop using canola oil. There are certain whole 

foods you can go to where they have a section where their paleo section or some of their stores, 

they use coconut oil and olive oil because I’ve even seen Whole 30 sections of Whole Foods, 

not the one in Philly but they’re all a little different. I was in California, so they’re really much 

more conscious there when I saw that. 

 

[0:18:27.6] AS: And a bit more high maintenance — no I’m kidding.

[0:18:30.7] JB: I mean, I would pay a little bit more if they were to use olive oil or coconut oil. I 

think a lot of us would.

[0:18:36.0] AS: Yeah, me too. What I did last night because Carlos and I were eating there is I 

got the turkey that didn’t have canola oil on it and then I got rice and then I wanted this like 

veggie thing, but was made with canola oil., What I did, I went and got something similar veggie 

thing, it was like a cabbage thing and then I put olive oil, which they have at the salad bar, on it 

so that I could avoid the canola oil. 

Now, do I do that all the time? No. That’s the way — and I also with the olive oil on the rice 

because I needed a healthy fat and I knew, “Okay, canola oil is not really what I want.” So 

there’s ways to if you're at a restaurant, again as part of this quality control, sometimes I do buy 

stuff that’s made with canola oil. Not all the time, and I try to make this stuff or avoid brands that 

do contain it. 

So with hummus right? Some hummus are made with soy bean oil. I pick one that’s made with 

just tahini and olive oil. If there’s choices you can always do that but when you go out to eat, I 

always make sure olive oil, everyone has olive oil. So that’s a really healthy quality fat, it may 

not be organic but who cares, whatever. 
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Then use the lighter protein so you’re not getting as much exposure to whatever’s in their fat by 

lighter I mean leaner. So that’s something that I do. I mean I don’t think about it — how should I 

say it? I don’t hyper focus on it. We have a Thai place here and they have a lamb curry and I 

love it, I get it every time and I don’t do all of those calculations. So I guess I’m sharing that 

because it’s not like…

[0:20:05.7] JB: You're not dissecting your food at every single moment, which is what we’re 

saying is not healthy but there are ways that — because we’re saying 80% of the time for 

optimal health, you really should be thinking about the quality of your food. However, the other 

20% of the time, you’re going to try to do the best that you can and the best that you can 

sometimes is just having a meal where you’re not even asking any questions, you know?

[0:20:30.1] AS: Totally, totally, totally. So what about you when you travel? I make sure about 

sleep, I make sure about balancing my blood sugar and I do try to work out or be active with 

water. But what about you? What do you…

[0:20:42.6] JB: Well, working out is very extremely important for my mental sanity so I always 

make sure that I can work out. I will schedule like a workout class where I travel so I will also 

use Yelp for that same thing of finding like a fitness studio where I can pay for a drop in yoga 

class, spin class.

I know that if I go to somebody and they tell me what to do versus me trying to get up and go 

into the hotel gym which I can do but it’s rare that that’s going to happen. It’s just I’m not 

motivated. But if I pay for the class ahead of time and I have an appointment, I’ll go. If you have 

that access.

[0:21:19.3] AS: That would have never crossed my mind.

[0:21:23.8] JB: That’s my favorite thing to do. I like to check out health food stores wherever I 

am and fitness places because that’s just what I enjoy. But balancing blood sugar is huge for me 

too because I’ve struggled with hypoglycaemia especially I have to be so careful that I’m setup 

for success otherwise I’m in a kind of a, kind of a dangerous situation if my blood sugar starts to 
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go really low where I get dizzy, and don’t feel well but I always make sure to have my breakfast, 

I travel with it, I don’t rely on going places for breakfast.

So whenever I travel vacation, work, whatever it may be, I bring breakfast which is typically — 

it’s not the exact same things that I would have at home, but I’ll bring something like Umpqua 

Oats, it’s just oats that you can add water to and then I’ll bring a scoop of plant fusion protein 

powder and I’ll put it in my oats and then I’ll have a jar of peanut butter or almond butter and I’ll 

put a table spoon of that and then I’ll mix it all together.

[0:22:22.5] AS: That’s so interesting. I always just make sure I can get an omelet somewhere or 

eggs because oats and stuff like that don’t fill me up in the morning.

[0:22:29.1] JB: Yeah, if I have them with the protein powder and the almond butter then it will 

because of the protein and the fat combination, I can’t eat just oats. sometimes I don’t even 

have the oats, I’ll just do the protein powder and I’ll do the almond butter and water and just mix 

it together but it’s a start of my day where then I don’t have to think about, “Oh where am I going 

to go to find an omelet?” 

Or it’s kind of a window for me too of have time that I have to eat really quickly after I wake up. I 

can’t wait too long or my blood sugar drops a lot and then I get that dizzy feeling. It’s sort of, for 

me, I know I’m going to be hungry in the next hour like really hungry. I need to have it now, so 

just bring it with me wherever I go.

[0:23:09.1] AS: Yeah. You’re lucky, those protein powders don’t fill me up. I’ve tried different 

kinds, it just doesn’t work for me. But I also too, just from a quality perspective, I’ve often been 

pleasantly surprised how many people will say that they do have local eggs or what not but it’s 

not something that I also worry about?

[0:23:25.5] JB: Yeah, well I was telling Ali, I was in like Kentucky and there’s diners, you’re not 

getting where we weren’t getting local eggs at this diner you know?

[0:23:36.9] AS: What about dairy for you? Like I try to stay away from it in general but It’s 

something especially for people who have polycystic ovarian syndrome or have various issues 
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where they’re allergic to it or have to be very careful. I mean you always hear organic but I 

actually don’t pay attention to that when I’m out. If I have the choice, yay. But it’s not something 

that I worry about when I’m out, what about you?

[0:23:59.5] JB: For dairy?

[0:24:00.0] AS: Yeah

[0:24:00.7] JB: I’ve never been a huge dairy person ever. I actually had like a cheese phobia 

growing up, I had a major aversion to cheese and wouldn’t eat it at all as a child. As I’ve gotten 

older I’ve experimented more with dairy and do like some dairy, I like the taste of it which I never 

did before like yogurt and everything.

[0:24:19.6] AS: I can’t do yogurt.

[0:24:21.3] JB: But I won’t do dairy for the most part unless it’s organic grass fed given the 

choice. I’ll have black coffee if I drink coffee or I’ll ask if they have almond milk, if not I’ll just 

have black coffee.

[0:24:37.3] AS: That’s amazing. Where were we the other day? Carlos and I were somewhere 

and we were at the coffee shop and he ended up getting almond milk and I was like, “Where did 

you get that?”

[0:24:45.3] JB: They keep it underneath at coffee shops, they have it a lot of times but they 

don’t have it out and I think it’s because of how expensive it is compared to the other milks. But 

if you ask for it a lot of times they have it, it’s just they keep it underneath the bar.

[0:24:59.4] AS: Yeah, that’s my point, I didn’t even think to ask for it and he was like, “No, I 

asked for it.” And I was like, “Jeez, I should be the one to know that.” Hot tip though, Starbucks 

has RBGH free, which is the hormone free cows.

[0:25:11.9] JB: They do?
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[0:25:13.2] AS: Heavy whipping cream, you have to ask for it behind…

[0:25:16.8] JB: Look at it though because I went to Starbucks the other day and it no longer 

was RBGH free.

[0:25:22.4] AS: I haven’t asked for it.

[0:25:24.0] JB: Just look at it, I don’t know if they’ve changed it? But it used to say it very 

clearly on there but the one that I asked for the other day because I noticed with skim milk, it 

actually will hurt my stomach with heavy cream doesn’t hurt my stomach at all.

[0:25:38.9] AS: That’s probably it’s the full…

[0:25:41.2] JB: The full fat and it’s better for my blood sugar as well.

[0:25:45.0] AS: Well that’s what I was going to say when we’re talking about quality, I have 

some of this little tricks that if I’m out and I’m really hungry, I don’t want to be starving so I would 

get like a decaf, tea or coffee with the RBGH free milk or cream, just a little bit, I can handle a 

little bit from Starbucks because I was like okay, that’s like a great snack. But now if it’s not 

RBGH free, that’s a bummer. But check, it may be different. Starbucks has coconut milk now but 

it is one of the kinds that has tons of additives, it’s not just like straight from the…

[0:26:18.5] JB: And pretty sugary I think too. I’m not sure.

[0:26:22.2] AS: Starbucks is slipping.

[0:26:23.4] JB: They are slipping a little bit but.

[0:26:24.6] AS: They took out kind bars too.

[0:26:26.0] JB: It also depends where you go because I went to a Starbucks in a different town 

and they had Kale chips as a snack that they were offering. It really is the demographic that 

they’re serving for whole foods, Starbucks, for a lot of big companies I think if the customers are 
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asking for certain products and they are going to spend their money on those products then 

they’re going to sell them. So you should always suggest things to wherever you’re going.

[0:26:51.8] AS: I do, now that as a business owner, I have totally — like I love when my clients 

give me feedback. I love when I get any kind of information. So I’ve become such a better 

customer buy just being like, “You know, I run my own business and I’d want to know this and I’d 

really appreciate if you guys hold this or that.” It’s amazing how things can change.

[0:27:11.5] JB: Yeah, it doesn’t hurt to ask in a nice way, if it’s coming from a genuine place.

[0:27:17.0] AS: Another thing I think that’s important to mention and this is, I don’t — Trader 

Joes, I think a lot of people think Trader Joes is this healthy place and it has all these choices 

but it’s a lot of packaged foods. One thing too about their dairy, I don’t know so much about their 

meats, but like they put on the fun package, everyone kind of thinks, “Oh Trader Joe’s is 

healthy.”

Trader Joes will not disclose their suppliers. I think that’s really important. Some people have 

speculated in a lot of stuff from China that’s why a lot of people say, “Well, a lot of these brand 

name food companies are selling generic versions to trader Joes and it’s and it’s going to dilute 

their brand name.”

But I think it’s really important for people to understand that certain things that you think you 

might be buying are quality aren’t necessarily so. That goes for stuff at Whole Foods too. Whole 

Foods sells a lot of junk.

[0:28:04.0] JB: They do. There was even, I think there was something with Woodstock farms, 

which a lot of nuts come from but those also they package frozen vegetables and if you looked 

at the label, there was a big controversy because it was actually coming from China. The 

vegetables were being packaged in China.

[0:28:21.9] AS: Yeah, this is a great point. First of all shocking, second of all, the congress 

passed a law called several years ago, it was called the “COOL Act”, it was the country of origin 

origination label. It has to say on frozen and packaged food where it’s from. 
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Again everyone has a different preference but I often wonder, a lot of whole foods stuff comes 

from China and it’s organic. And I’m like, “Okay, it’s organic but China’s air pollution is ridiculous 

which means it’s getting into the soil.” It’s just a matter, it’s not a matter to go crazy but are you 

getting what you pay for?

[0:28:57.8] JB: You're also affecting the environment by buying something that’s coming from 

so far away. Where your dollars are being spent, it’s not eco-friendly at all.

[0:29:08.8] AS: Everyone who, as we’re talking about this quality conversation, Trader Joes and 

Whole Foods aren’t — their curation process is not what I would choose personally.

[0:29:19.7] JB: I mean, it’s all for profit at the end of the day, they need to make money right? 

They don’t necessarily have your best interest at heart, which is fine, they don’t need to 

necessarily be great if they did, right? They’re a lot better than some places as far as what 

they’re providing. However, you still do need to be conscious and read the labels and know 

where your stuff is coming from.

[0:29:43.5] AS: That’s such a good point Juliet, such a good point. And I know it can feel 

exhausting which is why we’re saying do one thing at a time. You had mentioned the Dirty 

Dozen too, I think a lot of people don’t know about that. So why don’t you tell them where they 

can find out about it and what that is and the Clean 15?

[0:29:59.9] JB: Yeah, the Dirty Dozen and the Clean 15, it’s a curated list that basically tell you 

what the 12 dirtiest fruits and vegetables are as far as have the highest pesticide and herbicide 

rates and then the Clean 15 is the opposite of that. It’s like the foods that you don’t necessarily 

have to buy organic because often time they have protection on them.

Like an avocado for example, it has a shell on it already, it’s not infiltrated as much with 

pesticides or should I buy some organics, some not but if you’re making these choices on, 

“Should I buy all organic, or should I buy some organic, some not?” That list is easily found if 

you just Google the Clean 15 and the Dirty Dozen. You can see — have they changed in the 

past Ali? Do they change them often? I’m not sure if things…
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[0:30:46.2] AS: Yeah, the group that does it as environmental working group, they’re fantastic, I 

really like how they filter information. The list pretty much stays the same but a couple of things 

might change from year to year based on how much pesticides. But in general, and I do stay 

away from the dirty dozen. The berries, blueberries, strawberries.

[0:31:06.2] JB: Do you stay away from them when you are out? I want to give an example of 

this, a lot of smoothie and juice bars, not all of them are organic, some are organic cold 

pressed, they market it like that’s what they do but then there are a lot of juice bars and 

smoothie bars that aren’t. So your berry smoothie with Kale I it, none of that is organic.

[0:31:27.7] AS: Yeah, I don’t really buy smoothies out. There’s something to me about — this 

could all be, I could be making this up in my own mindset, but there’s something about it being 

raw and it being exposed to the pesticides while it’s growing versus something like an avocado 

or something that’s cooked, and it’s probably even washed or I hope it’s been washed.

I think safety standard, that’s not related to food but I think from food safety standards you have 

to at least wash it and cook it. So yeah, I try. But I mean, again, I’ve had cancer. So I have a 

little level of — I’m also not a big fruit person either. I don’t’ love fruit. I do like pineapple, I do like 

berries but if I’m going to do them — smoothies are mainly in the summer for me.

’Cause it’s like, I’m always cold in the winter and fall. I will do organic, I will always buy American 

grown, local, organic berries and then if not I’ll just skip them when I’m out. I also don’t love 

them and don’t feel like it’s a huge loss.

[0:32:23.8] JB: Well they’re not good if you’re getting them from New Zealand. They’re not tasty 

this time of year at all if you’re buying them from so far away, they’re not — when they’re in 

season, they taste the best for sure.

[0:32:34.2] AS: What about you? Do you skip the berries and stuff?

[0:32:36.7] JB: Not really. Like you, I don’t eat a lot of fruit. At home I’ll do berries but my berries 

are frozen, I have frozen, organic peaches in my freezer that are from the summer actually, 
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other fruits. I’ll freeze them because you’re not able to get them fresh. So that’s a great way for 

those out there, you can get stuff in the summer that’s local and organic and put it in your 

freezer and have it for the fall and the winter.

[0:33:02.4] AS: Can it. Do you know Marisa in Philly? She’s “Food in Jars”, she has amazing 

cookbooks about canning. I don’t feel like — it’s probably easier than you think.

[0:33:16.7] JB: Ain’t nobody got time for that. That’s great. I’d love to do that. I had a client bring 

me like homemade preserves she mad and I’m like, “Wow, that’s amazing that you did that, I 

would never do that.”

[0:33:28.0] AS: I know, I’m just offering it for people who might like that, I don’t think I would 

ever do it.

[0:33:31.5] JB: It’s like my fantasy of knitting too. I have a fantasy that I will one day knit but it 

hasn’t happened.

[0:33:36.6] AS: The Ali that I wish was more domestic would do it. The Ali that is not, no time 

soon, who knows, never say never. Yeah, I use frozen berries and stuff like that and I think it’s 

also why I love shopping at farmers markets is I feel like the quality, even if — like apples for 

example on the dirty dozen. I remember going to Head Health Square in Philly and apples are 

also really hard to grow.

When you talk to some of the — you have to talk to whoever the different farmers but they use 

what’s called integrative pest management. When you’re buying from local farms, they often 

aren’t these mono culture farms. Monoculture farms spray much more heavily because they 

can. Monoculture means, say a farmer’s growing only tomatoes. They can spray super heavily 

for tomatoes. 

But if they’re growing like tomatoes, cucumbers and onions and I don’t know if you could ever 

actually do that in the same soil. As a hypothetical example, you can’t over spray for tomatoes 

because you're going to kill the onions or you can’t heavily spray for onions because you’re 

going to kill the tomatoes. So integrative pest management is often done when people, they’re 
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rotating the soil, they use the minimum amount of pesticides possible and it’s usually done on 

smaller farms.

So I will buy those apples, I’ll go home and wash them and clean them with baking soda or 

water and vinegar, but I like that they’re local, I don’t eat a ton of them, and I know that they’re 

lower pesticides.

[0:34:59.8] JB: As we’re talking about quality and is it that important? That’s something that you 

can do that isn’t necessarily like of the highest quality but it will do.

[0:35:08.0] AS: Yeah, well and it’s better than conventional/pesticide laden apple or whatnot.

[0:35:15.6] JB: Yeah.

[0:35:18.2] AS: So yeah, I guess it’s like there’s always a grey in between the two extremes that 

you can find and if you’re doing that while you’re out, I think everyone’s going to be okay.

[0:35:28.1] JB: Yeah, for sure. I don’t know about you but I can taste pesticides if I have 

something, you get very sensitive to it.

[0:35:33.1] AS: Me too. My lips itch.

[0:35:35.1] JB: Your lips itch?

[0:35:37.1] AS: You totally do or my skin. Like carrying if I was carrying or I was touching them 

and everything.

[0:35:44.4] JB: Yeah, I was out at a restaurant and some carrots and it tasted like dirty soap 

water, I couldn’t do it. Beneath them, they were so heavily sprayed, I could tell, just how many 

pesticides were on them. So I just ended up eating hummus with a spoon. It wasn’t edible, you 

know?
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[0:36:02.8] AS: That’s a great point about thinking creatively because often times, at a 

restaurant or if you’re out with friends. Hummus comes with pita right? I’m gluten intolerant so I 

can never just have a little bit. So I’ll always ask for cucumbers or carrots.

[0:36:21.3] JB: Even lettuce, if they don’t have — I’ve been to places where they don’t have, 

they’re not going to offer you cucumbers or carrots. So I’ll ask if they have just lettuce like 

romaine and I’ll dip that in hummus. It’s crunchy and it’s delicious.

[0:36:33.1] AS: Oh my god, that sounds great. On that point, I wouldn’t worry if the vegetables 

were organic or not. I want hummus and I want to participate with the group.

[0:36:41.3] JB: Yeah, yeah. It’s all about the balance and that’s your 20% that you're out right? 

You’re not eating out all the time.

[0:36:48.5] AS: Yeah, now what about when you’re time strapped? I think this is something that 

totally — this is something, especially when I’m working with clients who are new to cooking, 

they want to be in and out of the kitchen. There are certain foods like even packaged foods that 

I’ll recommend. Like maybe they have — I love the Joyo tea Indian brand canned foods, they do 

use sunflower oil I believe it is and again, it’s not something that I would prefer.

My client loves to cook and, “Oh no, I want to make that from scratch,” awesome. Half my 

clients are like, “No, I just want to be in and out.” Then again getting them to eat in even 

something like the highest quality they can find versus getting take out at a restaurant, I find is 

often that middle ground. What about you?

[0:37:32.7] JB: Yeah. Sometimes I’m really time strapped and the same thing is happening for 

me. Just the other day, I texted Ali and I was like, “This is my new lunch!” I made three pastured 

eggs and mashed them up. Hard boiled them while I was getting ready for work. Mashed them 

up real quick, half an avocado, threw that in there, mashed that up too and then just took a bag 

of lettuce and just dumped it in the bowl with some balsamic vinegar, done, that was my lunch. 

But if I hadn’t done that, I would have gone out to lunch and I would have had to go to a place 

that there wasn’t going to be organic greens like I had in m Tupperware or pastured eggs or an 

avocado.
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[0:38:14.0] AS: Yeah. I think as we’re talking about that with veggies and salads. Salad 

sometimes are the healthiest thing you can get when you're traveling. I was just thinking when I 

was coming back from New York. I got a salad, they put cheese on it, nothing was organic, I’m 

sure it wasn’t. But I needed to balance my blood sugar and I needed vegetables. Yeah, you do 

the best that you can I guess.

[0:38:35.0] JB: Listen, I’ve gone to places and ordered a side of bacon and it’s not nitrate free, 

it’s not organic, it’s just for my blood sugar, I needed a side of bacon in that moment.

[0:38:47.3] AS: My god, I love bacon.

[0:38:49.0] JB: It helps if you know, if you’re someone who has really sensitive blood sugar. 

Clients will ask me, “What’s a snack?” I’ll offer, “Have a slice of bacon, it will just keep your 

blood sugar at bay, it will really satisfy you on a lot of levels.” Or if you’re a vegetarian vegan, 

avocado. Something that…

[0:39:08.7] AS: I was thinking, “Sucks to be you.”

[0:39:10.3] JB: I’ve heard that, when I look at the list of glycemic foods, avocado comes up on 

the high glycemic list.

[0:39:19.6] AS: Again, the glycemic index is bunk, it all depends on, if you’re someone who 

thrives more in plant based versus us being a fast burner.

[0:39:27.8] JB: You have to know yourself.

[0:39:29.0] AS: Yeah, you do totally. I mean I’ve noticed even like butter fills me up so much 

more than olive oil. But, a lot of my clients, they hate — butter just makes them feel like, “Ugh.” 

They really love olive oil and feel satisfied. You’ve got to know yourself for sure. Are there any 

brands that you like for really quick, some tips for listeners? Eden brand, they were totally 

against women having birth control which I have a huge issue with.
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[0:39:57.4] JB: Eden’s organic?

[0:39:58.7] AS: Yeah, they’re a really conservative Christian company, which I don’t have a 

problem if you’re conservative Christian but then to be against birth control under the affordable 

care act for women is like…

[0:40:08.0] JB: How do you find out this information Ali?

[0:40:10.6] AS: I read way too much. 

[0:40:14.4] JB: I’m envious that you know all these facts.

[0:40:17.4] AS: Well you know what? I grew up with politics around our table — not politics. My 

parents weren’t like — they were teachers and they were also hippies and my dad is like, “You 

want to know the real deal type of person?” A lot of news, it’s left out, it’s just kind of a mindset 

that I’ve taken.

That  has passed, I think it has passed, I don’t know. I didn’t got to hobby lobby, let’s put it that 

way. I’m not going to the craft store. But Eden brand, their beans, their cancer BPA free and they 

soak their beans in conbu which is a sea vegetable which makes beans easier to digest. Those 

— I’m never going to make beans from scratch. Well, never say never.

Those are the things that a recipe that I gave a client the other day that’s super easy and quick 

and you can totally control for quality is black beans, mash up a little bit, mash up avocado, 

throw some salsa in that and then if you want a couple organic corn chips, have that. So I like 

Eden brand as prepackaged food.

[0:41:13.0] JB: I know, people get really excited, my clients, when I give them the go ahead on 

a few organic corn chips.

[0:41:18.9] AS: Yeah, of course, as long as they’re organic or non-GMO. Non-GMO, the best 

label for that is the non-GMO verified. You know what I’m talking about, I don’t know what it’s 

officially called, I just can recognize it. But that’s the gold standard for quality. It just says “non-
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GMO verified”. Or if it says organic. I also too unfortunately, I don’t quality control for GMO’s 

when I’m out. I don’t know how you do that.

[0:41:44.7] JB: That’s a way harder one.

[0:41:46.5] AS: Yeah,

[0:41:58.9] JB: I don’t even think chefs might even be aware of the fact if something they’re 

using is GMO. It’s still so new to everybody how much of an impact it has.

[0:41:58.7] AS: Oh for sure. I guarantee, I don’t even know if they care to know, right? Because 

the cheap oils are the industrial oils and stuff like that. But are there any other brands. I was 

mentioning the Joyo Tea Indian brand, canned Indian food that I really like for clients. Eden, 

brand is I think really good. I love Hillary’s veggie burgers.

Hillary’s Eat Well, they have all good ingredients, really great quality control there for fast when 

you're time crunched, you can find them in the freezer section. I had a client who just tried them, 

not really a veggie person but loved it which is great. Make sure it gets really crispy. What about 

you? Any brands that you recommend?

[0:42:38.7] JB: Yeah, I don’t think they’re organic but they are non-GMO and the ingredients 

are good. Dr. Prager’s has some products that are good. Like the spinach pancakes are really 

delicious and they’re just made of spinach, a little bit of tuft and potato, mostly veggies and it’s 

like kind of a potato laka. 

So they are really good if you want sort of like a starchy side dish, I’ll recommend them to have 

on the side with something if you want something that’s kind of giving you that starchy 

sensation. That’s one that I really love. There is kale burgers and spinach — or kale pancakes 

and spinach pancakes, there’s a bunch of different ones. Those are good for kids too.

[0:43:22.2] AS: That sounds really good.
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[0:43:23.3] JB: I will offer that to parents who are trying to get their kids to have more greens in 

their diet or veggies because they are potato pancakes.

[0:43:30.4] AS: Yeah.

[0:43:31.6] JB: What else? I mean if you go to for example whole foods, their 365 brand, they 

do have frozen bags of Quinoa and organic quinoa and vegetables that are already cooked. 

Now, is it better to cook it from scratch? Yes. However, in a time crunch, this is again something 

you can have in your tool kit that’s in your freezer that you can have for dinner versus going out. 

You can add a little avocado to it, some sliced tomato to it. You can kind of spruce it up.

[0:44:03.2] AS: Yeah, I have and Whole Foods, they have organic brown rice pre-made. It’s not 

instant, there’s a difference between instant and pre-made but you can make in three minutes 

and even though brown rice has been, they found levels of arsenic and all that stuff, I still eat it.

[0:44:18.4] JB: Again, it’s about how it makes you feel right? Because like Ali and I were talking 

about at the beginning of this. Almost every food group can be dissected and someone can say, 

“Oh this is what’s wrong with this food.” Even at the highest level of organic and local. Because 

of our environment, right? The pollution, the soil, pretty much we just fucked this planet.

Basically, there’s something wrong with everything, right? But we can’t focus on that because 

that is debilitating to what the end goal is which is feeling good about food, feeling positive about 

what you're putting in your body, having a good relationship to food and it’s all about finding that 

balance and so quality is important, but it’s not the end all be all 100% of the time. 

[0:45:08.2] AS: And you just don’t have — this is hard for Americans to hear, you don’t have 

complete control.

[0:45:11.1] JB: No.

[0:45:12.8] AS: Big corporations are making these decision. Now, there’s a lot of people who, 

things are changing for sure, but try to release that expectation and like Juliet mentioned, 

there’s literally like a diagnosis called orthorexia where you are so obsessed with quality and 
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perfection that the point, Juliet, I know you would agree. Health is not the destination, it’s the 

vehicle to have a great life. You don’t want it detouring you into stress and all that kind of stuff.

[0:45:42.4] JB: Yeah, then it’s like someone brought up the other day, I think actually — well 

two things. When I saw this post, I think it was Richard Gear, he had this whole big quote 

recently about how somebody he knew they ate organic and they ate local and they were just 

super conscious about everything they put in their body and then they ended up dying of some 

horrible cancer. So I don’t want people to also think, “Oh well what does it matter?”

[0:46:12.4] AS: Yeah, yeah. For sure. Ultimately, life is a big mystery, right?

[0:46:17.5] JB: Yeah. It’s about how you feel on a day to day basis. So even though that person 

may have unfortunately passed from a horrible illness, they probably did feel when they were 

eating organic and those clean foods that they had energy when they were doing that, that they 

weren’t sluggish. So yeah, we don’t know the inevitable, we don’t know our demise. But we do 

know how we feel in this moment, in this exact moment. If you’ve eaten shit, you probably don’t 

feel that great.

[0:46:46.8] AS: I’m so glad you brought that up because again, we’re all going to die. So to be 

like, “And then this person died anyways.” Well, that’s really not an accurate measurement. Yes, 

we all want to live long lives but it’s also about the quality of it. I remember this being a huge 

shift for me having had cancer and feeling like, “Oh my god, what’s the best way to prevent 

this?” And driving myself the F’ing wall. 

Being like, “You know what? I can’t put that kind of pressure on this, it’s not helping and at the 

end of the day, the best chance I have is if I feel good now.” Rarely does someone feel really 

great fever and then you have a better chance of feeling really great now and ending up feeling 

great rather than feeling like crap and then somehow, ending up feeling better. It’s jus not — the 

best chance I have is that day to day feedback, is what you’re talking about.

[0:47:41.8] JB: Yes.

[0:47:42.2] AS: That’s how I feel and that’s how, as a cancer survivor, I do eat pesticides.
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[0:47:48.9] JB: It’s unavoidable. Unless you were to put yourself in a little bubble.

[0:47:52.9] AS: Yeah, exactly. Even that…

[0:47:53.9] JB: Then you’re not living your truth and then you’re not, in deriving pleasure from 

life right?

[0:48:02.9] AS: Again, we are wired, we need resilience We need, the body doesn’t — I think 

that’s one thing that if you struggled with your weight or your health. It feels like the body is 

defective in a way or it’s fragile.

[0:48:17.2] JB: It’s controlling you, you’re not controlling it.

[0:48:18.9] AS: Yeah. But the reality is, the body is really resilient. I mean it’s resilient and 

vulnerable at the same time but it can handle a lot. And so if you’re doing those 80 to 90%, 

you’re giving your liver the ability to detox what’s in the air, you’re giving your lungs, you’re 

breathing deeply. You want to detox? Breathe deeply from your diaphragm. That’s, my god, the 

more that you read about the power of breath, it seems so simple but…

[0:48:45.3] JB: It’s so interesting that you say that, bring this up because I just had a client 

yesterday and she said, “You know, is it possible that for me doing 10 minutes of deep breathing 

every day that I am not bloated anymore?” I was like, “Yes, it’s very possible. You’re working on 

your para sympathetic nervous system and when we are in a stressed environment when we 

have too much cortisol, the stress hormone, we’re going to feel bloated, we’re going to hold on 

the excess water weight, we’re going to be inflamed. So you’re decreasing your inflammation by 

just doing this 10 minute breathing thing that you’ve been —” I was like, “Oh my god, it’s 

amazing that you noticed that connection.”

[0:49:24.6] AS: I love it. I think it is important to be informed but also to know that tipping point 

where actually food is quite simple. Living healthy I know its complex these days, but breathing 

deeply, the research for be now nature, it’s like a phenomenal. This stuff that we love and play.
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So if you’re going to go out and eat poor quality for a week then go frolic in nature for two hours 

and have a good time and laugh hysterically and get some sleep and it can cancel itself out. I 

don’t have research to back that up but you get the point.

[0:50:03.5] JB: Yeah, yeah, because it’s not just about food, it never is.

[0:50:07.7] AS: Right, right. Totally. Just kind of to circle back, the official label that’s the highest 

standard for GMO’s is the non-GMO project verified. You’ll recognize that they’ve got a little 

butterfly on like a blade of grass.

[0:50:21.7] JB: We’ll have to do a podcast on GMO’s.

[0:50:24.1] AS: Yeah, oh we totally should.

[0:50:25.9] JB: Because I think it’s important to inform people like what are we talking about 

here? I just don’t think that even for myself, I need to do a little bit more research but it’s not 

really something that I think if you ask most people they would be like, I mean, they kind of get 

the concept but is there an impact? How bad is it for you?

[0:50:43.3] AS: Yeah. There’s mixed “science” too. I know there are some people who say it 

doesn’t matter but we’re all different. Yeah, I think kind of this overall quality conversation is like 

okay, don’t stress that the fact that you’re human, that you don’t’ have a trust fund and you have 

a limited 24 hours in the day. Make good choices where you can, know that there are healthy 

choices right? 

Like Juliet, love that tip of spend 10 minutes ahead of time, go and yell, I’m a big fan of when 

you’re out to eat, try to choose the healthy fats like the nuts and seeds and the olive oils and 

stuff like that. Yeah, pay a little bit more for the organic restaurants too because it will be much 

more satisfying.

[0:51:24.8] JB: You know, even for those who are struggling financially and are on assisted 

living or have food stamps, I know that co-ops and health food stores, a lot of them take food 

stamps.
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[0:51:36.4] AS: Yeah, Whole Foods does.

[0:51:37.6] JB: Whole Foods does even. Yeah. Even smaller ones, my mom lives in a really 

small town in upstate New York and the health food store that’s the local health food store there, 

there’s no Whole Foods, there’s nothing like that there, just a small market, they accept food 

stamps.

[0:51:52.9] AS: That’s great to know. I think too, realizing that you can save money when you 

buy in season then often if you go to the farmers markets at the end, the farmers just want to 

get rid of a lot of what they haven’t sold and you can bargain there as well. Realize too, though 

also some of the most expensive stuff that’s healthy is like boxed cereal which is not even 

healthy.

[0:52:15.7] JB: You don’t need to be eating that.

[0:52:17.0] AS: I know, they charge like eight bucks for boxed — I’m like, “When did cereal 

that’s like cardboard and full of air, you can charge eight bucks for that? That’s amazing.” Like 

Kashi?

[0:52:31.0] JB: I call it — it’s a bowl of inflammation, right? That’s the one thing that stuck out of 

my mind from [Ayyan], I think someone called Kashi a big bowl of inflammation. I’m like, “Oh, 

never eating that again.”

[0:52:44.8] AS: The commercials, the flashy commercials where they’re traveling the earth for 

the purest ingredients.

[0:52:50.6] JB: Yes, they have that for high fructose corn syrup too.

[0:52:53.8] AS: Yeah. But yeah, split the difference I think is the big point and try to do the 

quality thing 80% of the time then just enjoy yourself with friends and out to eat. I like Juliet’s tip. 

I’m going to do that next time I travel. Like, “Oh is there a really healthy place I’d love to try and 

see how they do it here or?”
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[0:53:14.8] JB: It’s really interesting where you go. Coming back to when I was in Kentucky 

because I was like, this is a fucking food desert, I was freaking out when we were there. I’m like, 

all I see is pizza hut and McDonalds and diners. There wasn’t a place I could get an organic 

meal like a restaurant. However, they had like this really interesting health food store that I 

found. I was like, “This is random, okay.”

[0:53:42.5] AS: Yeah, I was even thinking about when I went up to New York I had dinner with 

Kelly Brogan who we had on Episode 12 but we went to this restaurant and they brought out 

rolls and she was like, “Oh do you have anything gluten free?” And they were like, “Oh yeah, we 

have whole grain gluten free bread,” and I was like, “I didn’t even think to ask, I just assumed 

that they wouldn’t but of course they did.”

[0:54:03.6] JB: Some of them are just having a fly wheel today after I was done teaching, there 

was a girl eating this delicious chocolate chip cookie and I was like, “Oh where is that from, 

insomnia cookies?” She’s like, “No, this is a gluten free cookie from the coffee shop down the 

street.” I was like, “What? My god, that’s amazing, that’s great to know.”

[0:54:25.7] AS: I know, even though…

[0:54:28.4] JB: Then I shared with you that that same coffee shop, ‘cause they must care about 

quality a little bit, they sell organic grass fed, no sugar added, just plain yogurt from Jersey 

cows, like a local farm, that’s the yogurt they use. And then they use a homemade granola for 

their parfait.

[0:54:44.4] AS: What coffee shop is this?

[0:54:46.3] JB: Elixir.

[0:54:46.8] AS: Oh my god. 

[0:54:48.1] JB: If you needed like a snack, you want a treat like a yogurt parfait if you needed 

gluten free cookie, there you go, Elixir.
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[0:54:54.6] AS: Yeah. So I guess I share with listeners that like I’ve been gluten free for seven 

or eight years now. When I was first gluten free, there weren’t as many choices as there are 

now. I even forget to ask or I make assumptions that aren’t accurate. I don’t know all the 

answers.

And so I just think it’s so important to realize that like, “Oh my god, there are so many more 

choices than even maybe Juliet and I are aware of.” But just ask and spend that couple of 

minutes, I should have looked at the menu ahead of time and it was so nice and the bread was 

so good.

[0:55:23.4] JB: Yeah, and for those listeners out there, if there’s anything that you can think of 

that you like from the grocery store that something frozen, a veggie burger that’s organic, from 

what we’ve been talking about that just makes things easy when you don’t have a lot of time or 

when you travel, what you bring, we would love to hear from you. So feel free to tweet us, we’re 

always open to learning more things. There’s tons out there that we might not see where we are 

on this side of the world.

 

[0:55:46.7] AS: Yes, please let us know. I mean I know in some of my programs, we have like 

the road warriors and they bring back the best tips. I know one of my clients, this is one thing 

that I always recommend to people too especially if they’re traveling for a long period of time or 

they’re splitting their — like some of my clients, they live somewhere, like they live in Philly but 

then they have to commute to New Jersey. So they’ll stay overnight a couple of times but ask for 

a mini fridge.

We did that in New York actually even though we really near whole foods and Columbus circle, 

Carlos went out and he’s like, he got some organic peanut butter and a couple of things just like 

apples in case we needed snacks so that we weren’t at the mercy of a convenience store or 

whatever and just kept them in the fridge and they were there and it was nice to know we had 

the choice.
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The funny thing was, I didn’t want to throw it out, because I like, “This is expensive.” When I was 

going through TSA, we have to check your bag and I was like, “Okay.” And the guy pulled out 

the peanut butter, he’s like, “This is liquid, it has water in it.”

[0:56:42.0] JB: Oh really?

[0:56:43.1] AS: I was like, “It does not have water in it,” I was like, “Oil?” I said, “Look at the 

ingredients.” He goes, “No, this is like a cream or something,” and I was like — so I like texted 

Carlos, he’s like, “Did you get through okay?” I’m like, “Yeah but our peanut butter got 

confiscated,” and he’s like, “What?”

[0:57:00.1] JB: This never happened to me and I have peanut butter all the time.

[0:57:03.3] AS: Oh my god. Well JFK airport, they’re strict.

[0:57:08.6] JB: That’s really wild.

[0:57:10.1] AS: Yeah, I know. The funny thing was then we just went grocery shopping and got 

some more peanut butter and I looked at the label and it doesn’t say water anywhere.

[0:57:17.2] JB: There is no water in it. I mean it is creamy, whatever, face lotion’s creamy, okay.

[0:57:21.1] AS: I know, you got to pick and choose your battles though. I will go to war for a lot 

of things but not peanut butter and the TSA if it has water in it or not. Yeah, any parting words 

Juliet?

[0:57:32.9] JB: You know…

[0:57:33.5] AS: About quality?

[0:57:33.1] JB: …just don’t stress yourself out about this stuff. At the end of the day, that’s the 

biggest take away from me is like, I go by how I feel, I try to make the best choices I can and I 
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set myself up for success as much as I can but I don’t fret over the things I can’t control when I 

am in a certain situation where I’m stuck or I just try to make the best choices in those moments.

[0:57:56.7] AS: I love that setting yourself up for success, and continue to work towards your 

80% to focus on quality. It’s much easier to do that at home anyways so I love that. So Juliet, 

you know, for listeners, so we’re starting a new little ending routine for April and moving forward 

about what we’re loving and we’re going to talk each week, what we’re really enjoying right now 

and then we’re going to also ask our guest. This is our first instalment of what are we loving to 

end the episode. Juliet, what are you loving right now?

[0:58:27.3] JB: What am I loving right now? I am loving these new pants I got from Lululemon. 

They’re called the Meta High Times pant. They’re just really funky and they have this cool mesh 

cut outs in the legs, they’re super trendy and funky.

[0:58:45.7] AS: Awesome. Do you wear them for…

[0:58:48.3] JB: For working out. They’re a great workout pant, they’re very durable for any kind 

of activity that you want to do. A lot of pants sometimes are just good for yoga but these pants 

are good for yoga or if you’re going to really sweat in them, if you're going to run, lift weights, 

they’re awesome.

[0:59:01.8] AS: Awesome. Yeah, speaking of quality, so one of the things that I’m kind of hyper 

focused on right now is water. So what I’m loving is, it’s the S’well water bottle. I always travel 

with a water bottle because there’s actually a lot of places that have filtered water and even 

before I leave for an airport, I fill up with our filtered water but I love this S’well water bottle. 

Because it keeps water cold, it’s kept water cold during a bikram class but it can also be used 

for hot liquids if you want to use hot liquids. It’s stainless steel and I also like the shape, it’s a 

little smaller like a typical Klean Kanteen but yeah, it’s a S’well water bottle and they have lots of 

different cool patterns.

[0:59:41.8] JB: I’m Googling it now.
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[0:59:42.9] AS: Yeah.

[0:59:43.3] JB: Maybe I’ll get one. Looks like Target has it, Shobop.com, you can get them 

everywhere. Those are awesome.

[0:59:50.2] AS: Yeah, and actually when I was in San Francisco they had a store of museum, 

from the museum of San Francisco Art. I’m forgetting the exact name but they had S’well water 

bottles in there. I was like, “I have one of those.” They’re super sleek and I love them because I 

try to find. Like the airport now, many airport stations like in Chicago, Pittsburg, you can get 

filtered water at the airport itself. So I’m always like, “Oh!” It feels like a bonus.

[1:00:16.2] JB: Totally.

[1:00:17.4] AS: All right, awesome. Well thank you for another great episode Juliet. If you guys 

have any questions, always, you can find us on social media and if you have any ideas, again 

this episode came out of one of my clients saying, “How do you live in the real world,” right? 

Juliet and I are definitely in the real world.

[1:00:34.8] JB: Fo real.

[1:00:36.2] AS: Fo real. All right, take care.

[END OF INTERVIEW]

[1:00:42.2] JB: Thank you so much for listening to the Insatiable Podcast. We hope you 

enjoyed today’s episode. You can connect with us on social media. Follow me on Twitter and 

Instagram @julietunite and Ali @alimshapiro — M stand for Marie. Please feel free to also e-

mail us any questions. We would love to hear from all of our listeners. You can reach us on 

ali@alishapiro.com and juliet@unitefitness.com. We’ll see you next time. 

[END]
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